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ABSTRACT
Large amounts of information are nowadays easily obtainable
using the Internet, and using implicit feedback whether a
reader finds a text interesting is desirable. Eye-tracking tech-
nology could be used for such a feedback, and a combination
of eye-movement features and a textual complexity measure
can be used to predict the user’s interest. In this paper we
give an overview of a platform developed to evaluate and vi-
sualize implicit feedback of a person who reads a text. Based
on the eye-movement samples provided, a model is trained
that could be used to predict comprehensibility of a user
reading a text. This prediction is combined with objective
complexity evaluation of the text using data mining methods,
and the outcome is used to select a text (from a repository)
that a user may find more valuable (interesting). We briefly
discuss the requirements, architecture and implementation
of this platform.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Understanding and knowing what the user wants in terms
of information is a paramount challenge for information sys-
tems [7, 9]. Asking users to provide copious and continuous
input about the information they want is not likely to succeed;
instead, implicit feedback that does not require any interac-
tion from the user is a more viable option. A particularly
promising opportunity for implicit feedback on information
value comes from eye-tracking data [12]. Devices such as
Google Glass, eye-tracking fitted tablets, and digital watches
not only create new platforms to deliver information; but,
also lead to a surge of available behavioral and physiological
data for implicit feedback on information value. However,
the challenge is not only to analyse the new signals (e.g.,
physiological data); but, also to match signal characteristic
with textual features.

How could one determine what information is interesting
to the user, or, more specifically, evokes the interest emotion?
According to Silvia [8], interest is invoked by two appraisals of
an event. The first appraisal evaluates the novelty-complexity
of an event, and the second appraisal evaluates the com-
prehensibility of an event. Van der Sluis et al. [11] verified
that this theory also applies to text: they define a sweet
spot of interest where textual complexity is high enough to
make for a challenging text, but not so high that the text
becomes incomprehensible. The objective textual complexity
(derived from the text by a model, without human input)
and appraised comprehensibility can be used to predict and
explain interest. Such a system could derive the objective
textual complexity from the text using a model (or, an alter-
native possibility is to use the mean or median of complexity
ratings given by readers), and it is known that eye move-
ment data gathered by an eye tracker can be used to assess
comprehension processes [5].

While eye-tracking seems to offer a lot of potential as im-
plicit feedback mechanism, there is a lack of standardized
software for analysis, visualization and processing of eye-
tracking signals. There is a need for a platform that would
integrate eye-tracking signal processing and text comprehen-
sion inference from such a signal. As we want to predict user
interest in offered text, our platform must support complexity
calculations as well, based on text mining.

In this paper we present an ongoing effort to build a
platform that
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Figure 1: Usage scenario: A closed-loop model [10] that uses
eye-tracking data while a user reads a document, processes
this data, and uses it to predict text comprehensibility.

∙ integrates different mechanisms for eye-tracking signal
processing which could be fine-tuned, added or removed

∙ uses eye movements as implicit feedback on compre-
hensibility when user reads a text

∙ integrates text mining approaches to determine text
complexity

∙ infers user interest in read text from complexity and
comprehensibility.

This paper is organized as the following: next, we describe
the use case scenario which is used to derive the requirements.
In Section 3 we describe the architecture of eye-tracking capa-
bilities that need to be integrated. Based on this architecture
we have developed our tool that could be used to offer texts
a user would find interesting based on eye-tracking data and
text analysis. We conclude the paper and discuss the future
work in Section 4.

2 USE CASE AND REQUIREMENTS
In a typical use case scenario, illustrated in Figure 1, a user
reads a piece of text, while his eye movements are recorded
using a commercially off-the-shelf eye-tracking device. Based
on eye-tracking data, and using a platform model, compre-
hensibility is predicted. On the other hand, complexity is
calculated, using text mining methods. Based on comprehen-
sibility and complexity, interest is derived [11]. This is used
to select a document from repository that may be of more
interest to a user. The above-mentioned platform model is
used to predict text comprehensibility based on eye-tracking
data. This model has to be tuned, and eye-movement fea-
tures used in this model need to be selected and optimized
during an initial phase. The tuned model would be used in
exploitation phase. Our platform should support both phases.

Further, a repository that contains texts offered to users
may contain the objective characteristics of texts, such as
calculated complexity and predicted interest. During the ini-
tial phase the texts’ complexity values should be established
and stored in a repository.

State-of-the-art software for analysis of the eye-tracking
data is probably not as advanced as the research front. Many
researchers program their own software, either because the
current software is not ideal for their system, or lacks im-
plementation they need. Besides, eye-tracking signals are
considered to be noisy, and due to limitations of the signal
acquisition, signal reconstruction, de-noising and analysis
may be required. In some cases, not all steps may be neces-
sary, and in some other cases, tuning of the parameters for
each step is preferred. The majority of the software that is
available to the researchers do not offer capabilities as signal
reconstruction or de-noising, and completely rely on what is
provided by the eye-tracking software delivered with a device.
There is a need to provide these signal processing solutions,
as well as flexibility to use them.

The requirements could be specified as the following - the
platform

∙ supports both initial and exploitation phase;
∙ allows that data signals, in different stages of processing

could be stored in a database;
∙ allows that different eye-tracking processing steps may

be included or omitted;
∙ supports different models and classification algorithms

for comprehensibility prediction from eye-tracking data.
The models are trained/tuned during the initial phase;
and

∙ supports text complexity calculations.

These requirements are used as the input for the architecture
we specify in the next Section.

3 ARCHITECTURE
The architecture and intended integration with consumer
market eye trackers is illustrated in Figure 2. The architecture
supports both the initial phase and the exploitation usage
of our tool. During the initial phase, eye-tracking data are
obtained while users read a set of pre-selected documents.
Next to this, the users explicitly provide feedback on interest,
comprehensibility and complexity of these documents.
There are three essential steps in this phase:

∙ Text mining is applied to calculate complexity of the
documents from the texts repository. State-of-the-art
solutions achieve a classification accuracy of up to
93.62% and a correlation with human ratings of up to
r = .703 [11].

∙ Raw eye-tracking data is stored in the database, and
then pre-processed (or: “cleaned”). Hereafter, the eye-
movement features are extracted (e.g., fixations and
saccades) and parameters of these features are calcu-
lated. The outcome of this step is aggregated data and
is stored in a database.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the platform for evaluation of readers’ implicit feedback using eye-tracking. The raw eye-tracking data is
pre-processed (as detailed) before detection of eye movements (events). Visualization is possible after each step. The aggregated
data is used in subsequent steps, including feature selection, classification, and prediction [10].

∙ The aggregated data is used to build the data model
and classifier of comprehensibility and interest from the
eye-tracking data. Feature selection and reduction is
important part of this step, as it mitigates the curse of
dimensionality, removes redundancy among the signal’s
features and their parameters, and, hence, becomes
more robust and generic.

The architecture allows for stored raw eye-tracking data to be
read from the database, and pre-processed again. This allows
to re-create the aggregated data, and consequently, a new
classifier may be trained. Therefore our platform supports
different algorithms/solutions that could be applied for data
processing. In a typical pre-processing scenario, illustrated in
Figure 2, the eye tracking signal is first analysed for missing
samples. We noticed that eye trackers do not provide samples
for all sampling instances; hence, there could be some missing
data. In order to overcome this, we interpolate the signal.
Next, the signal is fed to the signal cleaner. The cleaner first
removes anomalies from the data. When a reading session
contains too many anomalies, the entire session is considered
to be invalid and is discarded. An example anomaly in the eye
tracking data is when gaze position coordinates are negative.
This corresponds to tracking loss of the equipment, most
likely because of the blinks. We therefore remove these data

samples [1]. Similarly, we consider an anomaly for the entire
reading session when the number of fixations or saccades is
too low. Once the anomalies are removed, we apply a median
filter to the eye movement signal to remove noisy spikes
observed in the data.

The cleaned signal is then fed to the event detector which
employs an algorithm (e.g., the I-DT algorithm [6]) to detect
fixations and saccades in the signal. This results in aggregated
data, which can be visualized.

The feature extractor uses the cleaned signal and detected
events to determine a set of feature values for each reading
session (e.g. the number of fixations per document). Each
valid reading session is now represented as a feature vector,
that are used to train prediction models.

Different prediction models could be deployed in our plat-
form. For example, one could predict comprehension ratings
from our extracted features. For interest prediction, a wide
variety of approaches was investigated. The authors of [11]
show that objective textual complexity (derived from the
text by application of text mining, without human input)
and appraised comprehensibility can be used to predict and
explain interest. A measure for textual complexity could be
either the mean or the median of the ratings. interest is
predicted, see Figure 3. During the exploitation phase a user
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Figure 3: An overview of an interest prediction model. The comprehension model predicts a document comprehension rating
from the eye-tracking data, which is further used in combination with the median or mean document complexity rating to predict
a user interest.

is offered a document, and eye-tracking data is acquired. The
processing flow of this raw data is then identical to the one
that is used during initial phase. The aggregated data is used
to predict comprehensibility. The resulting, predicted values
are used together with calculated documents’ complexity
from a repository and the user interest is inferred from these.
In case when inferred interest is below a certain threshold, a
document with higher interest value may be offered to the
user. The evaluation data, as well as the eye-tracking data,
show which document is read in a session, so we can use this
to link evaluation and eye-tracking data together with the
respective documents.

We implemented our platform using Java programming
language [3]. The models, classification and prediction com-
ponents of the architecture were developed using WEKA [2].
Finally, text mining and processing used to determine text
complexity were implemented using Stanford’s Natural Lan-
guage Processing Toolkit [4]. The machine learning algo-
rithms used for prediction could be pre-selected or selected
from a list in the graphical user interface (GUI).

4 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we discussed a platform developed to analyse
and visualise implicit feedback of a person who reads a text.
Based on the eye-movement samples provided, our platform
trains a model that could be used to predict information ex-
perience of a user reading a text, i.e. interest. This prediction
is further used to steer a text selection that a user would find
more valuable. We discussed the main architecture compo-
nents, as well as underlying data acquisition, data cleanup
and models used to derive interest from eye-tracking data as
well as objective complexity. Our platform offers a unified
approach to acquisition, preparation and processing of the
eye movements data. It also allows for an easy integration
and exploration of different algorithms and parameters.

The next steps would be to extend the tool in such a
way that samples from the eye-trackers are processed on-the-
fly. This would require to implement a sort of a “wrapper”
for eye-trackers that would be used. Another interesting
direction would assume that documents offered would be rich
text documents, including images, figures, formulae, etc. [9].
This requires research and implementation of the methods

to evaluate complexity of these documents, and, probably,
investigating and integrating new eye movement features
and parameters. Finally, we may consider implementation in
other programming languages, such as Python.
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